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In this paper, the concepts of a weak Hopf algebra and a quasi-braided almost
bialgebra are introduced. It is shown that the quantum quasi-doubles of some weak
Hopf algebras are quasi-braided almost bialgebras. This fact implies that some new
solutions of the quantum Yang]Baxter equation can be constructed from some
weak Hopf algebras, in particular, when the weak Hopf algebra is a finite Clifford
monoid algebra. Q 1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, the notations and concepts about Hopf algebras and
w xsemigroups can be found respectively in 1, 8, 4, 9 . The modules in this
paper always are unital.
In Section 1, first we introduce the concept of a weak Hopf algebra and
Ž .discuss some properties of weak Hopf algebras Propositions 1.2 and 1.4 .
As a generalization of a Hopf algebra, some characterizations of weak
w xHopf algebras have been studied by the author 7 . I think that the
algebraic meaning of a weak Hopf algebra is to relate its structure as a
bialgebra with its monoid of group-like elements. Then, we define a
quasi-module-algebra and quasi-module-coalgebra and give some condi-
Ž o p.tions such that some weak Hopf algebras H and their duality H * are
Žquasi-module-coalgebras over each other Proposition 1.6, Corollary 1.8,
.and Theorem 1.10 .
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In Section 2, first we introduce the concepts of a quasi-matched pair of
bialgebras and an almost bialgebra and then construct the quasi-bicrossed
product on a quasi-matched pair of bialgebras, in particular, of some weak
Hopf algebras with invertible weak antipode. The main result is that for
some weak Hopf algebras, we can construct the quasi-bicrossed products
Ž .called quantum quasi-double which are quasi-braided with the quasi-R-
matrices as the solutions of the quantum Yang]Baxter equation. As an
example, we turn out that every finite Clifford monoid algebra is such a
weak Hopf algebra. It means that we can get a solution of the QYBE from
every finite Clifford monoid algebra. As is well known, a Clifford semi-
group is a generalization of a group. Hence, the main meaning of our work
is to generalize the method of constructing the solution of the QYBE from
a group algebra to a semigroup algebra. However, for an arbitrary Clifford
monoid, the solution of the QYBE constructed may not be invertible
generally. This point is different from the case of groups.
1. WEAK HOPF ALGEBRA
Let H be a linear space over a field K.
H is called an algebra if H has a multiplication m: H m H “ H and a
Ž . Ž . Ž .unit u: K “ H such that m Id m m s m m m Id associativity and
Ž . Ž . Ž .Id s m u m Id s m Id m u unitary property , where Id is the identity
map of H.
H is called a coalgebra if H has a comultiplication D: H “ H m H and
Ž . Ž . Ža counit « : H “ K such that D m Id D s Id m D D coassociativity of
. Ž . Ž . Ž .D and Id s « m Id D s Id m « D counitary property .
H is called a bialgebra if H is an algebra and also a coalgebra, and D
and « are both algebra maps.
In what follows, H always denotes a bialgebra.
Ž .  Ž . Ž .The set of group-like elements G H s g g H: « g s 1 and D g s
4g m g is a monoid with the multiplication m.
Ž . Ž .Set R s Hom H, H . For f , g g R, define f ) g s m f m g D. It isK
easy to see that R is a K-algebra with a multiplication ) and u« is the
identity of the algebra R.
The bialgebra H is called a Hopf algebra if there exists S g R such that
S)Id s Id)S s u« . S is called an antipode. For a Hopf algebra H, the
Ž . Ž w x.monoid G H is a group see 1 .
Ž . w3xThe bialgebra H is called a left right, resp. Hopf algebra if there exists
Ž .S g R such that S)Id s u« resp. Id)S s u« . S is called a left antipode
Ž . Ž .resp. right antipode . Generally, G H may not be a group. But when the
Ž . w3xleft Hopf algebra H is pointed as a coalgebra, G H is a group .
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Now we define the bialgebra H as a weak Hopf algebraw7x if there exists
T g R such that Id)T )Id s Id and T )Id)T s T. T is called a weak
w xantipode. Some properties of a weak Hopf algebra are shown in 7 ; in
particular, we have known that if the weak Hopf algebra H is pointed as a
Ž . Ž . Ž .coalgebra, G H is a regular monoid. Obviously, T 1 s 1 since 1T 1 1 s 1.
An example of a weak Hopf algebra is the regular monoid algebra KS
where K is a field, S is a regular monoid. We can show that for a field K
and a monoid S, the monoid algebra KS is a weak Hopf algebra if and
only if S is a regular monoid. First, if KS is a weak Hopf algebra, then
Ž . w xsince KS is pointed we know that S s G KS is regular by the result of 7 .
Conversely, if S is regular, for s g S let s9 be a fixed element in
Ž .  4 Ž .V s s t g S: tst s t, sts s s . Define T : KS “ KS such that T s s s9,
Ž . X Ž .T Ýk s s Ýk s . Then T g Hom KS, KS and for x g KS we havei i i i K
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Id)T )Id x s Id x s x, T )Id)T x s T x . It follows that KS is a
weak Hopf algebra with weak antipode T.
Ž . ŽIt is obvious that every left resp. right Hopf algebra with a left resp.
.right antipode S is a weak Hopf algebra and S is a weak antipode. In this
section, we discuss some properties which are useful to construct some
new solutions of the quantum Yang]Baxter equation.
Every Hopf algebra possesses a unique antipode. However, usually, a
Žweak Hopf algebra may have one or more weak antipodes; a left resp.
. w7xright Hopf algebra is similar. A bialgebra H is a weak Hopf algebra iff
Ž .there is T 9 g Hom H, H such that Id)T 9)Id s Id.K
Let H and N be both K-weak Hopf algebras with the weak antipodes
T and T , respectively, s a K-bialgebra morphism from H to N suchH N
that s T s T s . Then s is called a K-weak Hopf algebra morphism.H N
Ž .Let t : H m H “ H m H be the twist mapping defined by t h m h s1 2
h m h , for all h , h g H and let mo p: H m H “ H, Do p: H “ H m H2 1 1 2
o p o p Žbe the maps defined by m s mt and D s tD the opposite multiplica-
. Ž .tion and the opposite comultiplication . If H s H, m, u, D, « is a bialge-
o p Ž o p . co p Ž o p . o pco pbra, then H s H, m , u, D, « , H s H, m, u, D , « , H s
Ž o p o p . w xH, m , u, D , « are bialgebras 6 . Moreover we have
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 1.1. Let H s H, m, u, D, « be a bialgebra, P g Hom H, H ,K
and P be in¤ertible. Then
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i for e¤ery a, b g H, P ab s P b s P b P a iff for e¤ery a, b g
y1Ž . y1Ž . y1Ž .H, P ab s P b P a ;
Ž . Ž . y1 Ž y1 y1.ii D P s t P m P D iff D P s t P m P D;
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .iii assume P ab s P b P a for e¤ery a, b g H, then Id ) P HH
Ž . Ž . Ž o p y1.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .: C H the center of H iff Id ) P H : C H , P )Id H :H H
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Ž . Ž y1 o p .Ž . Ž . Ž o p y1. ŽC H iff P ) Id H : C H where Id ) P s m Id mH H H
y1 . o pP D and so on;
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .iv assume D P s t P m P D, then Id ) P H : C H iffH
Ž y1 o p .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž o p y1.Ž .P ) id H : C H , P )Id H : C H iff Id ) P H :H H H
Ž .C H ;
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Žv assume P ab s P b P a for e¤ery a, b g H and D P s t P m
. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .P D, then the following 1 ] 4 are equi¤alent: 1 Id ) P H : C H ;H
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž o p y 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .2 P )Id H : C H ; 3 Id ) P H : C H ; 4H H
Ž y1 o p .Ž . Ž .P ) Id H : C H .H
Ž . Ž . y 1Ž . y 1Ž . y 1Ž .Proof. i « . ab s ab « PP ab s PP a PP b «
y1Ž . Ž y1Ž . y1Ž .. y1Ž . y1Ž . y1Ž . Ž .PP ab s P P b P a « P ab s P b P a . ¥ . This is
similar.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . y1 Ž y1ii « . D P s t P m P D « D s t P m P D P « P m
y1 . y1 Ž y1 y1. y1 Ž .P D s t D P « t P m P D s D P . ¥ . This is similar.
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .iii If Id) P H : C H , i.e., for every h, x g H, Id) P
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .h x s x Id) P h « Ý h 9 P h 0 x s Ý xh 9 P h 0 , thenŽ h . Ž h .
Ž y1Ž . y1Ž .. Ž y1Ž . y1Ž .. y1Ž .Ž o p y1.P Ý P x h0 P h9 s P Ý h0 P h9 P x « P x Id) PŽh. Žh.
Ž . Ž o p y1.Ž . y1Ž . Ž o p y1.Ž . Ž . y1Ž .h s Id) P h P x « Id) P H : C H since P H s
H. The converse result is similarly proved.
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž y1 o p .Ž . Ž .Similarly P )Id H : C H m P ) Id H : C H .
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž y1 o p .Ž .iv Assume Id ) P H : C H . For h g H, P ) Id hH H
y1Ž . y1Ž . Ž y1Ž .. Ž y1Ž .. Ž y1Ž ..y1sÝ P h0 h9sÝ P h0 P P h9 sÝ P h 9P P h 0Žh. Žh. ŽP Žh..
Ž .Ž y1Ž .. Ž . Ž y1 o p .Ž . Ž .s Id ) P P h g C H . Then P ) Id H : C H . The con-H H
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž o p y1.Ž .verse result is similar. Similarly P )Id H : C H iff Id ) P HH H
Ž .: C H .
Ž . Ž . Ž .v This follows from iii and iv .
Ž .PROPOSITION 1.2. Let H s H, m, u, D, « denote a weak Hopf algebra
with weak antipode T. Then
Ž . o pco p Ž o p o p .i H s H, m , u, D , « , T is a weak Hopf algebra. If more-
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .o¤er, for e¤ery a, b g H, T ab s T b T a and DT s t T m T D, then T :
H “ H o pco p is a weak Hopf algebra morphism;
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii If T is in¤ertible and T ab s T b T a for e¤ery a, b g H, then
o p Ž o p y1. co p Ž o p y1.H s H, m , u, D, « , T and H s H, m, u, D , « , T are weak
y1 Ž .Hopf algebras with weak antipodes T . If moreo¤er, DT s t T m T D, then
To p co pH ( H is a weak Hopf algebra isomorphism.
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Ž . o pco pProof. i B s H is a bialgebra. We have now Id sH
Id ) T ) Id , T s T ) Id ) T. Then for every x g H,H H H H H H H
Id ) T ) Id x s mo p mo p Id m T Do p m Id Do p xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .B B B B B B
s mo p mo p x- m T x0 m x9Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .x
s x9T x0 x-Ž .Ý
Ž .x
s Id ) T ) Id xŽ . Ž .H H H H
s Id x s Id x .Ž . Ž .H B
Hence Id ) T ) Id s Id . Similarly, T ) Id ) T s T.B B B B B B B B
o pco p Ž o p o p .It means that H s H, m , m, D , « , T is a weak Hopf algebra.
Ž . Ž .T g Hom H, H s Hom H, B . T is a bialgebra morphism from HK K
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .to B since T ab s T b T a for every a, b g H and DT s t T m T D.
But T s T s T , then T ? T s T ? T. So, T is a weak Hopf algebraH B H B
morphism.
Ž . o p co pii H and H are both bialgebras. For every x g H,
Id ) o pTy1 ) o p Id x s mo p mo p Id m Ty1 D m Id D xŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .H H H H H H
s x-Ty1 x0 x9Ž .Ý
Ž .x
s Ty1 T x9 x0 T x-Ž . Ž .Ýž /
Ž .x
s Ty1 T ) Id) T xŽ . Ž .H H
s Ty1 T x s xŽ .Ž .
s Id x .Ž .H
Hence Id ) o pTy1 ) o p Id s Id. Similarly, Ty1 ) o p Id ) o pTy1 s Ty1.H H H H H H H
Therefore H o p is a weak Hopf algebra with weak antipode Ty1. Similarly,
H co p is too.
Ž . Ž .If moreover, DT s t T m T D, then for every x, y g H, T x ? y so p
Ž o pŽ .. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .T m x m y s T yx s T x T y s T x ? T y ,co p
DT x s t T m T D x s T m T Do p x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . o pi.e., DT s T m T D .
It follows that T is a bialgebra isomorphism from H o p to H co p since T
is invertible. And T o p s T c o p s Ty1. So T ? T o p s T c o p ? T. Hence T isH H H H
a weak Hopf algebra isomorphism.
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Ž . o LEMMA 1.3. For a bialgebra H s H, m, u, D, « , let H s g g H*:
4 Ž .Ker g contains a cofinite ideal of H . If X, Y g Hom H, H such thatK
Ž o o. Ž . oX*, Y * g Hom H , H , then X ) Y * s X*) Y *.K H H
w x o Ž o .Proof. By 8 , H s H , D*, «*, m*, u* is a bialgebra. Obviously,
Ž . Ž o o.X*, Y * g Hom H*, H* . Hence X*, Y * g Hom H , H impliesK k
Ž o. o Ž o. o o Ž . Ž .Ž .X* H : H , Y * H : H . For every f g H , x g H, X ) Y * f xH
ŽŽ .Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž ..s f X ) Y x s f Ý X x9 Y x0 , andH Ž x .
X*) oY * f xŽ . Ž . Ž .H
s D* X* m Y * m* f x s X* f 9 m Y * f 0 D xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .f
s X* f 9 m Y * f 0 , x9 m x0Ž . Ž .Ý Ý¦ ;
Ž . Ž .f x
s X* f 9 x9 Y * f 0 x0 s f 9 X x9 f 0 Y x0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x , f x , f
² :² :s f 9, X x9 f 0 , Y x0Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž . Ž .x , f
s f 9 m f 0 , X x9 m Y x0Ž . Ž .Ý Ý¦ ;
Ž . Ž .f x
s m* f , X x9 m Y x0 s f , X x9 Y x0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý¦ ; ¦ ;
Ž . Ž .x x
s X ) Y * f x .Ž . Ž . Ž .H
Ž . oHence X ) Y * s X*) Y *.H H
Ž .PROPOSITION 1.4. Let H s H, m, u, D, « , T be a weak Hopf algebra
Ž . Ž . Ž .and T ab s T b T a for e¤ery a, b g H. Then
Ž . o Ž o .i H s H , D*, «*, m*, u*, T* is a weak Hopf algebra with weak
antipode T*;
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii If moreo¤er, DT s t T m T D, then T* fg s T* g T* f for
o Ž .o o oe¤ery f , g g H and D T* s t T* m T* D where D s m*.H H H
Ž . Ž .Proof. i Of course T* g Hom H*, H* . Now, we need to verifyk
Ž o. o ² Ž . :that T* H : H . In fact, for every a, b g H, f g H*, a ' T* f , b
² Ž . : ² Ž .: ² Ž . Ž .: ² Ž . Ž .:s T* f , ba s f , T ba s f , T a T b s f £ T a , T b s
² Ž Ž .. : Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .T* f £ T a , b . Hence H ' T* f s T* f £ T H : T* f £ H . If
o Ž . w x Ž Žf g H , then dim f £ H - q‘ by 8, Lemma 9.1.1 , thus dim T* f £
.. Ž Ž .. Ž .H - q‘. It follows that dim H ' T* f - q‘. It means that T* f
o Ž o. o Ž . Ž o. o Ž .g H . Hence T* H : H . Obviously, Id * H s H , i.e., Id * sH H
Ido on H o.H
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Since Id ) T ) Id s Id , T ) Id ) T s T , by Lemma 1.3 weH H H H H H H H
have Id o ) oT*) o Id o s Id o , T*) o Id o ) oT* s T*. Therefore, T*H H H H H H H H
is a weak antipode of H o such that H o is a weak Hopf algebra.
Ž . ² Ž . : ² Ž .: ²ii For every x g H , T * fg , x s fg , T x s f m g ,
Ž . Ž .: ² Ž .:² Ž .: ² Ž . .² Ž .Ý T x0 m T x9 s Ý f , T x0 g, T x9 s Ý T* f , x0 T* g ,Ž x . Ž x . Ž x .
: ² Ž . Ž . : Ž . Ž . Ž .x9 s T* g T* f , x . Hence T* fg s T* g T* f .
² Ž . : ² Ž . :oFor every a, b g H , D T * f , a m b s m*T * f , a m bH
² Ž . : ² Ž .: ² Ž . Ž .: ² Ž . Ž .:s T* f , ab s f , T ab s f , T b T a s Ý f 9 m f 0,T b m T aŽ f .
² Ž .:² Ž .: ² Ž . :² Ž . : ² Ž .s Ý f 9, T b f 0, T a s Ý T* f 9 , b T* f 0 , a s Ý T* f 0Ž f . Ž f . Ž f .
Ž . : Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽomT* f 9 , a m b . Hence D T* f s Ý T* f 0 m T* f 9 s t T* mH Ž f .
. Ž . Ž .o o oT* D f . It follows that D T* s t T* m T* D .H H H
Ž .DEFINITION 1.5. i Let H be a bialgebra, A an algebra. If A is a left
Ž . Ž .Ž .H-module and h ab s Ý h9a h0 b for every h g H, a, b g A, then weŽh.
call the algebra A a left quasi-module-algebra over H. The right quasi-mod-
ule-algebra can be defined similarly.
Ž .ii Let H be a bialgebra, C a coalgebra. If C is a left H-module
Ž . Ž . Ž .and D hc s D h D c for every h g H, c g C, then we call the coalgebra
C a left quasi-module-coalgebra over H. The right quasi-module-coalgebra
can be defined similarly.
Ž .PROPOSITION 1.6. Let H s H, m, u, D, « , T be a weak Hopf algebra
Ž . Ž . Ž .with T ab s T b T a for a, b g H. For a, x g H, set a ? x s
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý a9xT a0 . If T )Id H : C H , then the map a, x “ a ? x endowsŽa. H
H with the structure of a left quasi-module-algebra o¤er the bialgebra H. We
denote by H the left H-module defined this way and call this action the leftad
a Ž .adjoint representation of H. Similarly for a, x g H, set x s Ý T a9 xa0.Ža.
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . aIf Id)T H : C H , then the map a, x “ x endows H with the
structure of a right quasi-module-algebra o¤er the bialgebra H. We denote by
H the right H-module defined this way and call this action the right adjointad
representation of H.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. 1 ? x s Ý 19xT 10 s x since T 1 s 1 and b ? a ? x sŽ1.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý b9a9xT a0 T b0 s Ý ba 9xT ba 0 s ba ? x for a, b, x g H.Ža.Ž b. Žb a.
Ž .Ž .Thus, H is a left H-module. For a, x, y g H, Ý a9 ? x a0 ? y sŽa.
Ž . Ž Ž4.. Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý a9xT a0 a- yT a s Ý a9x T )Id a0 yT a- s Ý a9xy T )IdŽa. Ža. Ža.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .a0 T a- s Ý a9xy T )Id)T a0 s Ý a9xyT a0 s a ? xy . Hence HŽa. Ža.
is a left quasi-module-algebra over H.
Similarly, the right adjoint representation can be proved.
Ž .LEMMA 1.7. Let H s H, m, u, D, « , T be a weak Hopf algebra with
Ž .in¤ertible weak antipode T such that DT s t T m T D and a K-algebra A be
Ž .a left resp. right H-quasi-module algebra. Put on the dual ¤ector space A*
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Ž .the left resp. right H-module structure gi¤en by
² : ² y1 : ² x : ² Ty1 Ž x .:xf , a s f , T x a resp. f , a s f , aŽ . Ž .
Ž o p.ofor all a g A, x g H, and f g A*. Then the coalgebra A s
Ž o Ž o p. . Ž .A , m *, u* is a left resp. right quasi-module-coalgebra o¤er H.
Ž o p.oProof. First, we check that A is a left H-module. For every
Ž o p.o ² Ž . : ² y1Ž . :h g H , f , f g A , h f q f , a s f q f , T h a s1 2 1 2 1 2
² y1Ž . : ² y1Ž . : ² : ² : ² :f , T h a q f , T h a s hf , a q hf , a s hf q hf , a .1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž .Hence h f q f s hf q hf .1 2 1 2
Ž o p . o ²Ž . :For every h , h g H , f g A , h q h f , a s1 2 1 2
² y1Ž . : ² y1Ž . y1Ž . : ² y1Ž . :f , T h q h a s f , T h a q T h a s f , T h a q1 2 1 2 1
² y1Ž . : ² : ² : ² : Žf , T h a s h f , a q h f , a s h f q h f , a . Hence h q2 1 2 1 2 1
. ²Ž . : ² y 1 Ž . : ²h f s h f q h f . h h f , a s f , T h h a s f ,2 1 2 1 2 1 2
y1Ž . y1Ž . : ² Ž . : Ž . Ž .T h T h a s h h f , a . Hence h h f s h h f . It follows2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž o p.othat A is a left H-module which is unital trivially.
Ž o p.oNow for h g H, f g A , a, b g A,
o p ² :² : ² :D hf , a m b s m * hf , a m b s hf , baŽ . Ž . Ž .
² y1 : y1 y1s f , T h ba s f , T h0 b T h9 a² :Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .h
Ž y1Ž . y1Ž . y1Ž .since DT h s ÝT h0 m T h9 and A is a left H-quasi-module-
.algebra
s f , mo p Ty1 h9 a m Ty1 h0 b² :Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .h
² o p y1 y1 :s m * f , T h9 a m T h0 bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .h
² y1 y1 :s D f , T h9 a m T h0 bŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .h
² y1 y1 :s f 9 m f 0 , T h9 a m T h0 bŽ . Ž .Ý Ý
Ž . Ž .h f
² y1 :² y1 :s f 9, T h9 a f 0 , T h0 bŽ . Ž .Ý Ý
Ž . Ž .h f
² :² :s h9 f 9, a h0 f 0 , bÝÝ
Ž . Ž .h f
s h9 f 9 m h0 f 0 , a m b .ÝÝ¦ ;
Ž . Ž .h f
Ž . Ž . Ž .Therefore D hf s Ý Ý h9 f 9 m h0 f 0 s D h D f .Žh. Ž f .
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Ž o p.o Ž o p.oHence A is a left H-quasi-module-coalgebra. Similarly, A is a
right H-quasi-module-coalgebra when A is a right H-quasi-module-
algebra.
Ž .COROLLARY 1.8. Let H s H, m, u, D, « , T be a weak Hopf algebra
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .with T in¤ertible, T )Id H : C H , T ab s T b T a for a, b g HH
Ž . Ž o p.o Ž .and DT s t T m T D. For a, x g H, f g H , set x ? a s Ý x9aT x0Ž x .
² : ² y1Ž . : w x Ž . ² x :and xf, a s f , T x ? a resp. a s Ý T x9 ax0 and f , a sŽ x .
² Ty1 Ž x .:x Ž o p.o Ž o Ž o p.f , a . Then the weak Hopf algebra H s H , D*, «*, m *,
Ž y1 . . w xu*, T * is a left resp. right H-quasi-module-coalgebra by this action on
Ž o p.oH .
Ž . w Ž . x xProof. By Proposition 1.6, the map x, a “ x ? a resp. x, a “ a
w xendows H with the structure of a left resp. right H-quasi-module-
Ž o p.o w xalgebra. Then by Lemma 1.7, the coalgebra H is a left resp. right
H-quasi-module-coalgebra.
These actions in Corollary 1.8 will be called the left and right coadjoint
representations of H.
Ž .LEMMA 1.9. For a bialgebra H s H, m, u, D, « , in the dual bialgebra
o Ž .o p Ž o p. Ž .o p Ž o p. Ž o p.oH we ha¤e that m* s m *, D* s D *, then moreo¤er, H
Ž o.co p Ž co p.o Ž o.o ps H , H s H .
o Ž .Proof. For every f , g g H , x, y g H, set m* f s Ý f 9 m f 0.Ž f .
Ž .o pŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Then m* f x m y s Ý f 0 m f 9 x m y s Ý f 0 x f 9 y sŽ f . Ž f .
Ž . Ž . Ž o p. Ž .Ž . o pŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý f 9 y f 0 x ; m * f x m y s fm x m y s f yx s fm y m x sŽ f .
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .o pŽ .Žm*f y m x s Ý f 9 m f 0 y m x s Ý f 9 y f 0 x s m* f x mŽ f . Ž f .
. Ž .o p Ž o p. Ž .o pŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž o p. Žy . Hence m* s m *. And D* f m g x s gf x ; D * f m
.Ž . Ž .Ž o p.Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .g x s f m g D x s Ý f m g x0 m x9 s Ý f x0 g x9 sŽ x . Ž x .
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .o pŽ .Ž .Ý g m f x9 m x0 s D* g m f x s gf x s D* f m g x .Ž x .
Ž o p. Ž .o pHence D * s D* .
Ž o p.o Ž o p .o Ž o Ž o p. . Ž oH s H, m , u, D, « s H , D*, «*, m *, u* s H , D*, «*,
Ž .o p . Ž o.co pm* , u* s H .
Ž c o p . o Ž o p . o Ž o Ž o p . .H s H , m , u , D , « s H , D *, « *, m*, u* s
o o p o o pŽ Ž . . Ž .H , D* , «*, m*, u* s H .
The special case of Lemmas 1.3, 1.7, 1.9, Corollary 1.8, and Proposition
Ž .1.4 is for a finite dimensional bialgebra H or algebra A in Lemma 1.7 in
o Ž o .which H s H* or A s A* and so on.
Ž .THEOREM 1.10. Let H s H, m, u, D, « , T be a finite dimensional co-
Ž .commutati¤e weak Hopf algebra with T in¤ertible, DT s t T m T D, and
Ž . Ž . Ž . fT ab s T b T a for e¤ery a, b g H. For a g H, f g H*, set a s
Ž y1Ž . . Ž o p. Ž Ž o p. Ž y1 . .Ý f T a- a9 a0. Then H * s H*, D*, «*, m *, u*, T * is aŽa.
Ž o p.weak Hopf algebra and H is a right H *-quasi-module-coalgebra by this
action on H.
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Proof. By Proposition 1.2, H o p and H co p are weak Hopf algebras with
y1 Ž o p. Ž co p.weak antipode T . By Proposition 1.4, H * and H * are weak
Ž y1 .Hopf algebras with invertible weak antipode T *.
Ž co p. Ž y1 . Ž .Ž . Ž .ŽŽ y1 .Ž ..For every x g H, f , g g H *, T * fg x s fg T x s
Ž o p. Ž .Ž y1Ž .. Ž .Ž o pŽ y1Ž ... Ž .Ž y1Ž .D * f m g T x s f m g D T x s Ý f m g T x9 mŽ x .
y1Ž .. Ž y1Ž .. Ž y1Ž .. wŽ y1 . Ž .xŽ .wŽ y1 . Ž .xT x0 s Ý f T x9 g T x0 s Ý T * f x9 T * gŽ x . Ž x .
Ž . wŽ y1 . Ž . Ž y1 . Ž .x Ž . wŽ y1 . Ž . Ž y1 . Ž .x o pŽ .x0 s T * f m T * g D x s T * g m T * f D x s
Ž o p. ŽŽ y1. Ž . Ž y1. Ž ..Ž . wŽ y1. Ž .Ž y1. Ž .xŽ .D * T * g m T * f x s T * g T * f x . Hence
Ž y1 . Ž . Ž y1 . Ž .Ž y1 . Ž .T * fg s T * g T * f .
Ž co p.o Ž . Ž y1 . Ž .Ž . Ž y1 . Ž .Ž .For f g H , x, y g H, m * T * f x m y s T * f xy s
Ž y1Ž .. Ž y1Ž . y1Ž .. ŽŽ y1 . Ž y1 . .Ž . Ž .Ž .f T xy s f T y T x ; t T * m T * m * f x m y s
Ž . Ž .ŽŽ y1 .Ž . y1Ž .. Ž y1Ž . y1Ž .. Ž . Ž y1 . Ž .Ž .m * f T y m T x s f T y T x s m * T * f x m y .
Ž . Ž y1 . ŽŽ y1 . Ž y1 . .Ž . Ž co p.Hence m * T * s t T * m T * m * in H *.
Ž co p.For f , g g H *, x g H,
y1
c o p c o pg Id ) T * f xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H * H *
o p y1s g D * Id* m T * m* f xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
s g x0 Do p* Id* m Ty1 * m* f x9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .x
s g x0 Id* m Ty1 * m* f Do p x9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .x
s g x- Id* m Ty1 * m* f x0 m x9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .x
s g x- m* f x0 m Ty1 x9 s g x- f x0 Ty1 x9 ;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
Ž . Ž .x x
y1
c o p c o pId ) T * f g xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H * H *
s Do p * Id* m Ty1 * m* f x0 g x9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .x
s Id* m Ty1 * m* f x- m x0 g x9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .x
s m* f x- m Ty1 x0 g x9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .x
s f x-Ty1 x0 g x9Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .x
s g x- f x0 Ty1 x9 since H is cocommutationŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .x
y1
c o p c o ps g Id ) T * f x .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H * H *
Ž Ž y1 . .Ž . Ž Ž y1 . .Ž .c o p c o p c o p c o pHence g Id ) T * f s Id ) T * f g, it meansH * H * H * H *
Ž Ž y1 . .Ž co p . Ž co p .c o p c o pthat Id ) T * H * : c H * .H * H *
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Ž . ŽŽŽ co p. .o p.Thus, by Lemma 1.1 v and Corollary 1.8, H * * is a right
Ž co p. ŽŽŽ co p. .o p.H *-quasi-module-coalgebra. But by Lemma 1.9, H * * s
w
co p co pŽŽŽ . . . Ž . Ž . Ž .H * * s H* *, and H ( H* * s H** as vector spaces by w x
Ž . Ž . Žs x** such that x** f s f x for every f g H*. H** s H**, m**, u**,
. w Ž .Ž .xŽ .D**, «**, T** . For every x, y g H, f g H*, m** w m w x m y f s
w Ž .xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m** x** m y** f s x** m y** m* f s Ý x** f 9 y** f 0 sŽ f .
Ž . Ž . ² : ² Ž . : Ž .Ý f 9 x f 0 y s Ý f 9 m f 0 , x m y s m* f , x m y s f xy sŽ f . Ž f .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . wŽ .Ž .xŽ . Ž .xy ** f s w xy f s wm x m y f . Hence m** w m w s wm, i.e.,
Ž . Ž . Ž .w is a ring morphism, and, for every k g K, w kx s kx **, kw x s kx**.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .But for f g H*, kx ** f s f kx s kf x s kx**. Hence w kx s kw x ,
i.e., w is a K-morphism. Thus, w is a K-algebra morphism.
wŽ Ž .xŽ . Ž .Ž .For x g H, f , g g H*, D**w x f m g s D**x** f m g s
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . w Ž .xŽ . Ž . Ž .x**D* f m g s x** fg s fg x s D* f m g x s f m g D x s
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . w Ž . Ž .xŽ .Ý f x9 g x0 s Ý x9** m x0** f m g s Ý w x9 m w x0 f m gŽ x . Ž x . Ž x .
wŽ . Ž .xŽ . Ž .s w m w D x f m g . Hence D**w s w m w D. Since « g H*, «** g
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H* ** and for x g H, x** g H* *, we have «** x** s x** « for H*.
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Then «**w x s «** x** s x** « s « x since « g H*. Thus, «**w
s « . Therefore, w is a coalgebra morphism.
ŽŽ .Ž ..Ž . Ž Ž ..Ž . Ž . Ž .For x g H, f g H*, wT x f s w T x f s T x ** f s
Ž Ž .. ŽŽ .Ž ..Ž . Ž Ž Ž ...Ž . Ž .Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..f T x , T**w x f s T** w x f s w x T* f s x** T* f
Ž .Ž . Ž Ž ..s T* f x s f T x . Hence wT s T**w. Therefore, w is a weak Hopf
wy1o pco palgebra morphism. Thus H * * s H** ( H as weak Hopf algebras. It
Ž co p. ² :follows that H is a right H *-quasi-module-coalgebra by a ? f , g s
² ŽŽ y1 . .y1Ž .: co pÝ a, f 0 g T * f 9 for f , g g H *, a g H.Ž f .
Ž y1 . Ž y1 . Ž y1 . Ž .y1But T *T* s T ? T * s 1, i.e., T * s T* . Now,
² : ² :a ? f , g s a, f 0 gT* f 9Ž .Ý
Ž .f
² o p o p :s a, D * D * m 1 f 0 m g m T* f 9Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .f
² o p o p :s D m 1 D a , f 0 m g m T* f 9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .f
² :s a- m a0 m a9, f 0 m g m T* f 9Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .f a
² :² :² :s a-, f 0 a0 , g a9, T* f 9Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .f a
² :² :² :s T a9 , f 9 a-, f 0 a0 , gŽ .Ý
Ž .Ž .f a
² :² :s T a9 m a-, f 9 m f 0 a0 , gŽ .Ý
Ž .Ž .f a
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² :² :s T a9 a-, f a0 , gŽ .Ý
Ž .a
² :s f T a9 a- a0 , g .Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .a
Ž Ž . .So, a ? f s Ý f T a9 a- a0.Ža.
To p co pBy Proposition 1.2, H ( H as weak Hopf algebras. Then
T*co p o p o p y1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H * ( H * as weak Hopf algebras. For f g H *, T* f g
co p Ž o p. f Ž .y1Ž .H *. We get a right action of H * on H given by a s a ? T* f
Ž y1 . Ž . y1 y1Ž Ž . . Ž y1Ž . .s a ? T * f s a ? fT s Ý fT T a9 a- a0 s Ý f T a- a9 a0.Ža. Ža.
For f , g g H o p*,
a f g s fg Ty1 a- a9 a0 s D* f m g Ty1 a- a9 a0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
Ž . Ž .a a
s f m g D Ty1 a- a9 a0Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .a
s f m g Ty1 aŽ5. a9 m Ty1 aŽ4. a0 a-Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .a
s f Ty1 aŽ5. a9 g Ty1 aŽ4. a0 a-Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .a
s f Ty1 a- a9 a0 gŽ .Ž .Ý
Ž .a
g
y1s f T a- a9 a0Ž .Ž .Ýž /
Ž .a
gfs a .Ž .
Ž o p. ŽHence with this action, H is a right H *-module. Since Tm s m T m
. Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž Ž ..T t , for a, b g H, f g H*, m*T* f a m b s T* f m a m b s
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Žf Tm a m b ; t T* m T* m* f a m b s m* f T b m T a s f m T
. Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .Ž . Žm T t a m b s f Tm a m b s m*T* f a m b . Hence m*T* s t T*
. y1 Ž y1 y1.m T* m*. It follows that m*T* s t T* m T* m*.
y1f y1
c o pD a s D a ? T* f s D a ? D T* fŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . H *
since H is a right H co p*-quasi-module-coalgebra ,Ž .
s D a ? m* T*y1 f s D a ? t T*y1 m T*y1 m* fŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
s D a ? T*y1 m T*y1 t m* fŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s D a ? T*y1 m T*y1 mo p * fŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .o pD f*Hs D a .Ž .
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Ž o p. fHence H is a right H *-quasi-module-coalgebra given by a s
y1Ž Ž . .Ý f T a- a9 a0.Ža.
2. QUASI-BICROSSED PRODUCT AND SOLUTIONS OF
THE QUANTUM YANG]BAXTER EQUATION
Ž .DEFINITION 2.1. A pair X, A of bialgebras is called quasi-matched if
there exist linear maps a : A m X “ X and b : A m X “ A turning X
into a left A-quasi-module-coalgebra and turning A into a right X-quasi-
Ž . Ž . xmodule-coalgebra such that if one sets a a m x s a ? x, b a m x s a ,
the following conditions are satisfied:
a ? xy s a9 ? x9 a0 x 0 ? yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .a x
a ? 1 s « a 1 1 is the identity of XŽ . Ž .
x b9? x 9ab s a b0 x0Ž . Ý
Ž .Ž .b x
1x s « x 1 1 is the identity of AŽ . Ž .
a9 x 9 m a0 ? x0 s a0 x 0 m a9 ? x9Ý Ý
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .a x a x
for all a, b g A and x, y g X.
DEFINITION 2.2. Given a K-linear space H, suppose that there are
K-linear maps, m: H m H “ H, u: K “ H, D: H “ H m H, « : H “ K
Ž . Ž .such that H, m, u is a K-algebra, H, D, « is a K-coalgebra. If D is a
Ž . Ž . Ž .K-algebra morphism, i.e., D xy s D x D y for every x, y g H, then one
calls H an almost bialgebra.
Ž .THEOREM 2.3. Let X, A be a quasi-matched pair of bialgebras. There
exists an almost bialgebra structure on the ¤ector space X m A with unit equal
Ž .Ž . Ž .to 1 m 1 such that its product is gi¤en by x m a y m b s Ý x a9 ? y9Ža.Ž y .
y 0 Ž . Ž . Ž .m a0 b, its coproduct by D x m a s Ý x9 m a9 m x0 m a0 , and itsŽ x .Ž a.
Ž . Ž . Ž .counit by « x m a s « x « a for all x, y g X and a, b g A. EquippedX A
with this almost bialgebra structure, X m A is called the quasi-bicrossed
product of X and A and denoted X‘A. Furthermore, the injecti¤e maps
Ž . Ž .i x s x m 1 and i a s 1 m a from X and from A into X‘A are bialgebraX A
Ž .Ž .morphisms. Also x m a s x m 1 1 m a for a g A and x g X.
Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽProof. For x g X, a g A, D m 1 D x m a s Ý x9 m a9 m x0 mŽa.Ž x .
. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a0 m x- m a- s 1 m D D x m a , thus D m 1 D s 1 m D D. « m 1 ?
Ž . Ž .Ž Ž . Ž .. w Ž .xŽD x m a s « m 1 Ý x9 m a9 m x0 m a0 s Ý « x9 m a9 x0Ž x .Ž a. Ž x .Ž a.
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. Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .ma0 s Ý « x9 « a9 x0 m a0 s Ý « x9 x0 m « a9 a0 s x m aŽ x .Ž a. Ž x .Ž a.
similarly
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 m « D x m a , thus « m 1 D s 1 m « D. Hence X‘A, D, «
is a coalgebra.
x m a y m b z m cŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
s x a9 ? y9 m a0 y 0 b z m cŽ . Ž .Ýž /
Ž .Ž .a y
y 0 y 0 z 0s x a9 ? y9 a0 b 9 ? z9 m a0 b 0 cŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .Ž .a y z
z 0y 0 y -s x a9 ? y9 a0 b9 ? z9 m a- b0 cŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .Ž .a y z
b0 ?z 0y 0 y - z -s x a9 ? y9 a0 b9 ? z9 m a- b- cŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .Ž .a y z
y 0 y - Žb0 ? z 0 . z -s x a9 ? y9 a0 b9 ? z9 m a- b- c ;Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .Ž .a y z
x m a y m b z m cŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
z 0s x m a y b9 ? z9 m b0 cŽ . Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .b z
s x a9 ? y b9 ? z9 9 m a0 Ž yŽb9? z 9..0 b0 z 0 cŽ .Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .Ž .a b z
s x a9 ? y9 b9 ? z9 9 m a0 y 0 Žb9? z 9.0 b0 z 0 cŽ .Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .a b y z
s x a9 ? y9 a0 y 0 ? b9 ? z9 m a- y - Žb0 ? z 0 .b- z -cŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .a b y z
y 0 y - Žb0 ? z 0 . z -s x a9 ? y9 a0 b9 ? z9 m a- b- cŽ . Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .a b y z
s x m a y m b z m c ;Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
1 m 1 x m a s 1 1 ? x9 m 1x 0 a s x9 m « x0 aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
Ž . Ž .x x
s x9« x0 m a s x m a,Ž .Ý
Ž .x
x m a 1 m 1 s x a9 ? 1 m a0 1 s x« a9 m a0 s x m a.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
Ž . Ž .a a
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Hence 1 m 1 is the identity of X m A. So X‘A is a K-algebra.
D x m a D y m bŽ . Ž .
s x9 m a9 m x0 m a0 y9 m b9 m y0 m b0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .x y a b
s x9 m a9 y9 m b9 m x0 m a0 y0 m b0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .x y a b
s x9 a9 ? y9 m a0 y 0 b9 m x0 a- ? y- m aŽ4. y Ž4.b0 ,Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .x y a b
D x m a y m bŽ . Ž .Ž .
y 0 y 0s D x a9 ? y9 m a0 b s D x a9 ? y9 m a0 bŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .a y a y
s x a9 ? y9 9 m a0 y 0 b 9 m x a9 ? y9 0 m a0 y 0 b 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .a y
s x9 a9 ? y9 m a- y - b9 m x0 a0 ? y0 m aŽ4. y Ž4.b0Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .Ž .a x y
s x9 a9 ? y9 m a0 y 0 b9 m x0 a- ? y- m aŽ4. y Ž4.b0 .Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .Ž .a x y
Ž . Ž . ŽŽ .Ž ..Hence D x m a D y m b s D x m a y m b . It means that X‘A is an
almost bialgebra.
i xy s xy m 1 s x 1 ? y9 m 1 y 0 1 s x m 1 y m 1 s i x i y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝX x x
Ž .y
i kx s kx m 1 s k x m 1 s ki x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .x x
D i x s D x m 1 s x9 m 1 m x0 m 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýx
Ž .x
s i x9 m i x0 s i m i D x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý x x x x
Ž .x
« i x s « x m 1 s « x « 1 s « x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x
It follows that i is a bialgebra morphism. Similarly, i is a bialgebrax A
morphism. At last,
x m 1 1 m a s x 19 ? 19 m 10 10 a s x m a for x g X , a g A.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .1
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Note that for two arbitrary bialgebras X and A with the quasi-bicrossed
product X‘A, in general, X‘A is noncommutative as an algebra; and if
either X or A is noncocommutative, X‘A is noncocommutative as a
coalgebra. Hence we can construct many noncommutative and noncocom-
mutive almost bialgebras in the form of the quasi-bicrossed product X‘A.
Ž .LEMMA 2.4. Let H s H, m, u, D, « , T be a weak Hopf algebra with
Ž . Ž . Ž .weak antipode T. Then « ? T s « . If T is in¤ertible and T ab s T b T a
for a, b g H, then « ? Ty1 s « .
Ž . Ž .Proof. Id)T )Id s Id « h s Ý h9T h0 h- for h g H. Then, « h sŽh.
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý « h9 « T h0 « h- . But, h s Ý « h9 h0 s Ý « h9 h0 « h- . So,Žh. Žh. Žh.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .T h s Ý « h9 T h0 « h- « « T h s Ý « h9 « T h0 « h- sŽh. Žh.
Ž .« h for h g H. Hence « ? T s « .
By Proposition 1.2, H o p is a weak Hopf algebra with weak antipode Ty1.
y1 y1Ž . Ž .o p o pThen Id ) T ) Id s Id « h s Ý h-T h0 h9 « « h sH H H H H Žh.
Ž . Ž y1Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž . y1Ž .Ý « h- « T h0 « h9 . But h s Ý « h- h0 « h9 . So, T h sŽh. Žh.
Ž . y1Ž . Ž . Ž y1Ž .. Ž . Ž y1Ž .. Ž . Ž .Ý « h- T h0 « h9 « « T h s Ý « h- « T h0 « h9 s « hŽh. Žh.
y1for h g H. Hence « ? T s « .
Ž .THEOREM 2.5. Let H s H, m, u, D, « , T be a finite dimensional co-
Ž .Ž . Ž .commutati¤e weak Hopf algebra with T in¤ertible, T )Id H : C H ,H
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .DT s t T m T D, and T ab s T b T a for a, b g H. Then for X s
Ž o p. Ž Ž o p. Ž y1 . . Ž .H * s H*, D*,«*, m *, u*, T * , the pair X, H of bialgebras is
quasi-matched in the sense of Definition 2.1 with the linear maps a and b
Ž . Ž y1Ž . . Ž . fgi¤en by a a m f s a ? f s Ý f T a0 ?a9 and b a m f s a sŽa.
Ž y1Ž . . Ž y1Ž . .Ý f T a- a9 a0 for a g H and f g X where f T a0 ?a9 means theŽa.
Ž y1Ž . .map x “ f T a0 xa9 for x g H.
Ž .Proof. By Corollary 1.8, for a g H, f g X, a a m f s a ? f s
Ž y1Ž . . Ž o p.Ý f T a0 ?a9 , H * is a left H-quasi-module-coalgebra; by Theo-Ža.
Ž . f Ž y1Ž . . Ž o p.rem 1.10, for b a m f s a s Ý f T a- a9 a0, H is a right H *-Ža.
quasi-module-coalgebra. For x g H and g g X,
a9 ? f 9 a0 f 0 ? g , x s a9 ? f 9 x9 a0 f 0 ? g x0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý¦ ;
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .a f a f
s f 9 Ty1 a0 x9a9 f 0 Ty1 aŽ5. a- aŽ4. ? g x0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .Ž .a f x
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s f 9 Ty1 a0 x9a9 f 0 Ty1 aŽ5. a- aŽ4. ? g x0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .Ž .a f x
s f 9 Ty1 a0 x9a9 f 0 Ty1 aŽ6. a- g Ty1 aŽ5. x0 aŽ4.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .Ž .a f x
s f 9 m f 0 , Ty1 a0 x9a9 m Ty1 aŽ6. a- g Ty1 aŽ5. x0 aŽ4.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý¦ ;
Ž .Ž . Ž .a x f
² o p y1 y1 Ž6. : y1 Ž5. Ž4.s m * f , T a0 x9a9 m T a a- g T a x0 aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .a x
s f Ty1 aŽ6. a-Ty1 a0 x9a9 g Ty1 aŽ5. x0 aŽ4.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .a x
s f Ty1 aŽ4. a-Ty1 a0 x9a9 g Ty1 aŽ5. x0 aŽ6.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .a x
since H is cocommutativeŽ .
s f Ty1 a0 x9a9 g Ty1 a- x0 aŽ4. ;Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .a x
and
² : y1 y1² :a ? fg , x s fg T a0 xa9 s D* f m g , T a0 xa9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý
Ž . Ž .a a
s f m g , D Ty1 a0 xa9² :Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .a
s f m g , Ty1 a-9 m Ty1 a- x9 m x0 a9 m a0² :Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .a x
s f Ty1 aŽ4. x9a9 g Ty1 a- x0 a0Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .a x
s f Ty1 a0 x9a9 g Ty1 a- x0 aŽ4.Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .a x
s a9 ? f 9 a0 f 0 ? g , x .Ž . Ž .Ý¦ ;
Ž .Ž .a f
Ž . Ž .Ž f 0 .Hence a ? fg s Ý a9 ? f 9 a0 ? g .Ža.Ž f .
Ž .Ž . Ž Ž ..Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .f« x s D* f m « x s f m « D x s Ý f x 9 « x 0 sŽ x .
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .Ý f x9« x0 s f Ý x9« x0 s f x . It follows that f« s f. Similarly,Ž x . Ž x .
Ž o p.« f s f. It means that « is the identity of H *.
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a ? « s « Ty1 a0 ?a9 s « Ty1 a0 « a9 « s « a0 « a9 «Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý
Ž . Ž . Ž .a a a
by Lemma 2.4Ž .
s « a9« a0 « s « a « .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .a
ab9? f 9b0 f 0 s b9 ? f 9 Ty1 a- a9 a0 b0 f 0Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .b f a b f
s f 9 Ty1 b0 Ty1 a- a9b9 a0 f 0 Ty1 bŽ5. b- bŽ4.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .Ž .a b f
s f 9 Ty1 b0 Ty1 a- a9b9 f 0 Ty1 bŽ5. b- a0 bŽ4.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .Ž .a b f
s f Ty1 bŽ5. b-Ty1 b0 Ty1 a- a9b9 a0 bŽ4.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .Ž .a b f
s f Ty1 bŽ4. b-Ty1 b0 Ty1 a- a9b9 a0 bŽ5.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .a b
since H is cocommutativeŽ .
s f Ty1 b0 Ty1 a- a9b9 a0 b-Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .a b
fy1s f T a- b- a9b9 a0 b0 s ab .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .a b
1 f s f 1 1 s f u 1 1 s u* f 1 1 s u* f 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H H H k H k H H
since u* f g K .Ž .
a9 f 9 m a0 ? f 0 s f 9 Ty1 a- a9 a0 m f 0 Ty1 aŽ5. ?aŽ4.Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .a f a f
s a0 m f 9 Ty1 a- a9 f 0 Ty1 aŽ5.?aŽ4.Ž . Ž .Ž . ŽÝ
Ž .Ž .a f
s Ý a0 m f Ty1 aŽ5. ?aŽ4.Ty1 a- a9Ž . Ž .Ž .Ža.
s a0 m f Ty1 a9 ?aŽ5.Ty1 aŽ4. a-Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .a
since H is cocommutativeŽ .
s a0 m f Ty1 a9 ?a- s a- m f Ty1 a0 a9 ;Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
Ž . Ž .a a
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a0 f 0 m a9 ? f 9 s f 0 Ty1 aŽ5. a- aŽ4. m f 9 Ty1 a0 ?a9Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý Ý
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .a f a f
s aŽ4. m f 9 Ty1 a0 ?a9 f 0 Ty1 aŽ5. a-Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .a f
s aŽ4. m f Ty1 aŽ5. a-Ty1 a0 ?a9Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .a
s aŽ5. m f Ty1 aŽ4. a-Ty1 a0 ?a9Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .a
since H is cocommutativeŽ .
s a- m f Ty1 a0 ?a9 s a9 f 9 m a0 ? f 0 .Ž .Ž .Ý Ý
Ž . Ž .Ž .a a f
ŽŽ o p. .By Definition 2.1, we have shown that the pair H *, H of bialgebras is
quasi-matched.
In Theorem 2.5, when H is noncommutative, the quasi-bicrossed prod-
Ž o p.uct H *‘H is a noncommutative and noncocommutative almost bialge-
Ž o p.bra since H * is noncocommutative in this case.
w xIt is well known 2 that for an algebra A with identity 1 and R s Ý si, j i
m t g A m A, the equation R R R s R R R is called the quan-j 12 13 23 23 13 12
tum Yang]Baxter equation, briefly QYBE, where R s Ýs m t m 1, R12 i j 13
s Ýs m 1 m t , R s Ý1 m s m t . An element R g A m A satisfying thei j 23 i j
QYBE is called a quasi-R-matrix.
Ž .DEFINITION 2.6. Let H s H, m, u, D, « be an almost bialgebra. We
call it almost quasi-cocommutati¤e if there exists an element R of the
o pŽ . Ž .algebra H m H such that for all x g H we have D x R s RD x . An
element R satisfying this condition is called a uni¤ersal quasi-R-matrix.
DEFINITION 2.7. An almost quasi-cocommutative almost bialgebra H
Ž .s H, m, u, D, « with a universal quasi-R-matrix R is called quasi-braided
if R satisfies the two relations
D m Id R s R RŽ . Ž .H 13 23
and
Id m D R s R R .Ž . Ž .H 13 12
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.8. Let H s H, m, u, D, « be a quasi-braided almost
bialgebra with a uni¤ersal quasi-R-matrix R. Then the uni¤ersal quasi-R-matrix
R satisfies the QYBE, i.e., R is a quasi-R-matrix.
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o pŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Proof. We have D x R s RD x for every x g H, D m Id R sH
Ž .Ž .R R and Id m D R s R R . Let R s Ýs m t . Then R R R13 23 H 13 12 i j 12 13 23
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .s R D m Id R s R m 1 D m Id Ýs m t s Ý RD s m t s12 H H i j i, j i j
o pŽ . Ž o p .Ž . ŽŽ .Ž .Ž ..Ý D s R m t s D m Id R R s t m 1 D m Id R R si, j i j H 12 H 12
ŽŽ . . ŽŽ .Ž .Ž ..tm1 R R R s tm1 Ýs m1m t Ý1 m s m t R s R R R .13 23 12 i j i j 12 23 13 12
Ž .DEFINITION 2.9. Let H s H, m, u, D, « , T be a finite dimensional
Ž .Ž .cocommutative weak Hopf algebra with T invertible, T )Id H :H
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .C H , DT s t T m T D, and T ab s T b T a for a, b g H. The quasi-
Ž o p. Ž o p. Ž .bicrossed product H *‘H of H * and H by Theorems 2.3 and 2.5
Ž . Ž .is called the quantum quasi-double of H, denoted as D H , i.e., D H s
Ž o p.H *‘H.
LEMMA 2.10. Let H be as in Definition 2.9. Then the multiplication in
Ž . Ž o p.D H s H *‘H is gi¤en by
f‘a g‘b s fg Ty1 a- ?a9 ‘a0 bŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .a
ao p y1Ž . Ž Ž . .for f , g g H *, a, b g H where g T a- ?a9 means the map: x “
Ž y1Ž . .g T a- xa9 .
Ž . Ž y1Ž . . Ž y1Ž . . Ž .Proof. For k g K, ka x s kg T a- xa9 s g T a- kxa9 s a kx .
Ž . Ž y1Ž .Ž . . Ž y1Ž .For x , x g H, a x q x s g T a- x q x a9 s g T a- x a9 q1 2 1 2 1 2 1
y1Ž . . Ž y1Ž . . Ž y1Ž . . Ž . Ž .T a- x a9 s g T a- x a9 q g T a- x a9 s a x q a x .2 1 2 1 2
Ž o p.Hence a g H *.
f‘a g‘b s f a9 ? g 9 ‘a0 g 0 bŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .a g
s fg 9 Ty1 a0 ?a9 ‘g 0 Ty1 aŽ5. a- aŽ4.bŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .a g
s fg 9 Ty1 a0 ?a9 g 0 Ty1 aŽ5. a- ‘aŽ4.bŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .a g
s fg Ty1 aŽ5. a-Ty1 a0 ?a9 ‘aŽ4.bŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .a
s fg Ty1 aŽ4. a-Ty1 a0 ?a9 ‘aŽ5.bŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .a
since H is cocommutativeŽ .
s fg Ty1 a0 ?a9 ‘a- bŽ .Ž .Ý
Ž .a
s fg Ty1 a- ?a9 ‘a0 b.Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .a
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Now we have the following main result:
Ž .THEOREM 2.11. Let H s H, m, u, D, « , T be a finite dimensional co-
Ž .Ž . Ž .commutati¤e weak Hopf algebra with T in¤ertible, T )Id H : C H ,H
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .DT s t T m T D, and T ab s T b T a for a, b g H. Then the quantum
Ž .quasi-double D H of H is quasi-braided equipped with the quasi-R-matrix
Ž . Ž i . Ž . Ž .  4R s Ý 1‘e m e ‘1 g D H m D H where e is a basis of theig I i i ig I
 i4 Ž o p.K-¤ector space H together with its dual basis e in H *. Hence R is aig I
solution of the QYBE.
Proof. We must prove
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .1 D m Id R s R R and Id m D R s R R ,H 13 23 H 13 12
Ž . Ž o p. o pŽ . Ž .2 for all f g H *, a g H, we have D f‘a R s RD f‘a .
iD m Id R s D m Id 1‘e m e ‘1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝH H i
igI
s 1‘eX m 1‘eY m ei‘1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý i i
igI Ž .ei
R R s 1‘e m 1‘1 m ei‘1 1‘1 m 1‘e m ei‘1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý13 23 i iž / ž /
igI igI
s 1‘e m 1‘e m eie j‘1 .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý i j
i , jgI
For every a, b, c g H, t, u, ¤ g H*, let u s a m t m b m u m c m ¤ . Then
² : X Y iD m Id R , u s 1 a t e 1 b u e e c ¤ 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý ÝH 1 i
igI Ž .ei
s « a « b t eX u eY ei c ¤ 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý i i
igI Ž .ei
Ž op.because 1 s « in H *.
iŽ . iŽ . X YSince c s Ý e c e , we get Ý c9 m c0 s Ý Ý e c e m e andi g I i Žc. i g I Že . i ii
Ž . Ž . Ž iŽ . X . Ž Y . iŽ . Ž X . Ž Y .Ý t c9 u c0 s Ý Ý t e c e u e s Ý Ý e c t e u e . So,Žc. i g I Že . i i i g I Že . i ii i
² : i X YD m Id R , u s « a « b ¤ 1 e c t e u eŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý ÝH i i
igI Ž .ei
s « a « b ¤ 1 t c9 u c0 ;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .c
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² : i jR R , u s 1 a t e 1 b u e e e c ¤ 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý13 23 i j
i , jgI
s « a « b ¤ 1 t e u e eie j cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý i j
i , jgI
s « a « b ¤ 1 t e u e ei c9 e j c0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý i j
i , jgI Ž .c
s « a « b ¤ 1 t e i c9 e u e j c0 eŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý i j
i , jgI Ž .c
s « a « b ¤ 1 t c9 u c0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .c
²Ž .Ž . : ² : Ž .Ž .Hence D m Id R , u s R R , u . It follows that D m Id R sH 13 23 H
R R .13 23
² :Id m D R , uŽ . Ž .H
s 1‘e m ei9‘1 m ei0‘1 , a m t m b m u m c m ¤Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý i¦ ;
iigI Ž .e
s 1 a t e ei9 b u 1 ei0 c ¤ 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý i
iigI Ž .e
s « a u 1 ¤ 1 t e ei9 b ei0 c .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý i
iigI Ž .e
Ž . i Ž .It is easy to see that t s Ý t e e , then D t s Ý t9 m t0 sig I i Ž t .
Ž . i i ²Ž .Ž . :iÝ Ý t e e 9 m e 0 . It follows that Id m D R , u si g I Ž e . i H
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .« a u 1 ¤ 1 Ý t9 b t0 c ; butŽ t .
² : j iR R , u s 1 a t e e e b u 1 e c ¤ 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý13 12 i j
i , jgI
s « a u 1 ¤ 1 t e e e j b ei cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý i j
i , jgI
s « a u 1 ¤ 1 mo p * t e m e e j b ei cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý j i
i , jgI
s « a u 1 ¤ 1 t9 e t0 e e j b ei cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý j i
i , jgI Ž .t
s « a u 1 ¤ 1 t9 e j b e t0 ei c eŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý Ý j i
i , jgI Ž .t
s « a u 1 ¤ 1 t9 b t0 cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .t
² :s Id m D R , u .Ž . Ž .H
Ž .Ž . Ž .Hence Id m D R s R R . We have proved 1 .H 13 12
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Ž o p.For f g H *, a g H,
Do p f‘a RŽ .
is f 0‘ a0 m f 9‘a9 1‘e m e ‘1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý i
igI Ž .Ž .f a
s f 0‘ a0 1‘e m f 9‘a9 ei‘1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý i
igI Ž .Ž .f a
y1 Ž6. Ž4. Ž5. i y1s f 0 « T a ?a ‘a e m f 9e T a- ?a9 ‘a0Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý Ý i
igI Ž .Ž .f a
y1 Ž6. Ž4. Ž5.s f 0 « T a « a «‘a eŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý i
igI Ž .Ž .f a
i y1m f 9e T a- ?a9 ‘a0Ž .Ž .
Ž6. Ž4. Ž5. i y1s f 0 « a « a «‘a e m f 9e T a- ?a9 ‘a0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý i
igI Ž .Ž .f a
since « Ty1 aŽ6. s « aŽ6. by Lemma 2.4Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
Ž4. i y1s f 0‘ a e m f 9e T a- ?a9 ‘a0Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý Ý i
igI Ž .Ž .f a
since « aŽ6. « aŽ4. aŽ5. s aŽ4. and f 0 « s f 0 .Ž . Ž .Ýž /
Ž .a
Ž o p.For every b, c g H, u, ¤ g H *, let j s b m u m c m ¤. Then
² o p :D f‘a R , jŽ .
Ž4. i y1s f 0 b u a e f 9e T a- ?a9 c ¤ a0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý Ý i
igI Ž .Ž .f a
s f 0 b u aŽ4.e f 9 c9 ei Ty1 a- c0 a9 ¤ a0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý Ý i
igI Ž .Ž .Ž .c f a
s f bc9 u aŽ4.ei Ty1 a- c0 a9 e ¤ a0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý Ý i
igI Ž .Ž .a c
s f bc9 u aŽ4.Ty1 a- c0 a9 ¤ a0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .a c
s f bc9 u c0 aŽ4.Ty1 a- a9 ¤ a0 by Lemma 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .a c
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s f bc9 u c0 aŽ4.Ty1 a- a0 ¤ a9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .a c
since H is cocommutativeŽ .
s f bc9 u c0 a0 ¤ a9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .a c
s f bc9 u c0 a9 ¤ a0 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .a c
RD f‘a s 1‘e m ei‘1 f 9‘a9 m f 0‘ a0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýiž / ž /
igI Ž .Ž .f a
s 1‘e f 9‘a9 m ei‘1 f 0‘ a0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý i
igI Ž .Ž .f a
s « f 9 Ty1 eZ ?eX ‘eYa9 m ei f 0 Ty1 1 ?1 ‘1a0Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý i i i
igI Ž .Ž .Ž .f a ei
s f 9 Ty1 eZ ?eX ‘eYa9 m ei f 0‘ a0 .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý Ý i i i
igI Ž .Ž .Ž .f a ei
Then
² : y1 Z X Y iRD f‘a , j s f 9 T e be u e a9 e f 0 c ¤ a0Ž . . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý Ý i i i
igI Ž .Ž .Ž .f a ei
s f 9 Ty1 eZ beX u eYa9 ei c9 f 0 c0 ¤ a0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý i i i
igI Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .f a e ci
s f c0 Ty1 eZ beX u eYa9 ei c9 ¤ a0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý i i i
igI Ž .Ž .Ž .a e ci
iŽ . iŽ . X Y ZBut c s Ý e c e . Then Ý c9 m c0 m c- s Ý Ý e c e m e m e .ig I i Žc. ig I Ž e . i i ii
Hence moreover,
² : Ž4. y1RD f‘a , j s f c T c- bc9 u c0 a9 ¤ a0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .a c
s f bcŽ4.Ty1 c- c9 u c0 a9 ¤ a0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .a c
s f bcŽ4.Ty1 c- c0 u c9a9 ¤ a0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .a c
s f bc0 u c9a9 ¤ a0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .a c
s f bc9 u c0 a9 ¤ a0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .Ž .a c
² o p :s D f‘a R , j .Ž .
o pŽ . Ž . Ž .Therefore, RD f‘a s D f‘a R, i.e., 2 is true.
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Now we give an example of the weak Hopf algebras satisfying the
conditions of Theorem 2.11 so as to construct a solution of the QYBE.
Ž w x.The following facts on semigroups are well known see 4, 9 .
We know that a semilattice Y is a commutative idempotent semigroup,
i.e., ab s ba and a 2 s a for every a , b g Y. The natural ordering of Y
< <is given by a F b m a s ab s ba . When Y - q‘, Y has an identity 1
which equals Ł y.y g Y
Suppose Y is a semilattice. To each a g Y associate a group G anda
assume that G l G s B if a / b. For each pair a , b g Y, a G b , leta b
w : G “ G be a homomorphism and assume that w s Id ,a , b a b a , a Ga
w w s w if a G b G g . On the set S s D G define a multi-a , b b , g a , g a g Y a
Ž .Ž .plication by a) b s aw bw if a g G , b g G and denote S sa , a b b , a b a b
w xY; G , w which is called a strong semilattice Y of groups G . It is easya a , b a
to see that the multiplication ) coincides with the given one on each Ga
and that S is a semigroup with the multiplication ).
w xDefine a Clifford semigroup 9 to be a strong semilattice of groups. A
semigroup S is a Clifford semigroup if and only if S is regular and all its
Ž . Ž w x.idempotents lie in its center C S see 4 .
w xIt is easy to see that a Clifford semigroup S s Y; G, w is finite witha , b
< < < <identity if and only if Y - q‘ and G - q‘ for all a g Y. In this case,a
the identity of S is the identity of G where 1 is the identity of Y. What1
follows, we always assume that S is a finite Clifford semigroup with
identity, i.e., a finite Clifford monoid.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Let E S denote the set of all idempotents of S. Then E S : C S . It
Ž .follows that E S is commutative. Thus since S is regular, S is an inverse
semigroup, i.e., every a g S possesses a unique inverse ay1 such that
aay1a s a, ay1aay1 s ay1. As known in Section 1, KS is a weak Hopf
Ž . y1algebra with weak antipode T satisfying T a s a for all a g S. Then
Ž . y1for x s Ýk a g KS, T x s Ýk a .i i i i
Ž .i Obviously, KS is a finite dimensional cocommutative weak Hopf
algebra;
Ž . y1 Ž y1 .y1 Žii T is invertible with T s T since a s a for a g S see
w x.4 ;
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .iii T )Id KS : C KS . In fact, for x s Ý k a g KS,H i i i
Ž .Ž . y1 y1 Ž . Ž . Ž .T )Id x s Ý k a a , but a a g E S : C S : C KS , soH i i i i i i
Ž .Ž . Ž .T )Id x g C KS ;H
Ž . Ž . y1 y1 Ž . Ž . Živ DT x s Ý k a m a s t T m T D x , then DT s t T mi i i i
.T D;
Ž . Ž .v Let y s Ý l b where l g K , b g S. Then T xy sj j j j j
Ž .y1 y1 y1 Ž y1 .Ž y1 . Ž . Ž .Ý k l a b s Ý k l b a s Ý l b Ý k a s T y T x sincei, j i j i j i, j i j j i j j j i i i
Ž .y1 y1 y1 Ž w x.ab s b a for a, b g S see 4 .
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Ž . Ž .According to i ] v , KS is a weak Hopf algebra satisfying Theorem 2.11.
By Theorems 2.3, 2.5, and Definition 2.9, the quantum quasi-double
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .D KS of KS exists. We denote D S s D KS and call D S the quan-
Ž .tum quasi-double of the semigroup S. By Theorem 2.11, D S is quasi-
braided.
 4 US s s , s , . . . , s is a basis of KS. Let s : KS “ K such that1 2 n i
1, i s jUs s sŽ .i j ½ 0, i / j
U Ž . U Ž . U wŽ .o p x Ž .and s x s Ý k s a for x s Ý k a . Then s g KS * i s 1, . . . , ni j j i j j j j i
 U U U4 wŽ .o p xand s , s , . . . , s is the dual basis in KS *. By Theorem 2.11,1 2 n
n Ž . Ž U . Ž .R s Ý 1‘s m s ‘1 is the quasi-R-matrix of D S ; then it is a solu-is1 i i
tion of the QYBE. Thus, we get the result on the quantum quasi-
double of a Clifford monoid algebra:
 4THEOREM 2.12. Let S s s , . . . , s be a finite Clifford monoid. Then1 n
Ž .o¤er a field K, the quantum quasi-double D S of S exists and is quasi-braided
n Ž . Ž U . Ž . Ž .equipped with the quasi-R-matrix R s Ý 1‘s m s ‘1 g D S m D S .is1 i i
It follows that R is a solution of the QYBE.
It is known that for an algebra A with identity 1 and R g A m A, R is
w x Ž w x.called an R-matrix 6 resp. uni¤ersal R-matrix 6 if R is a quasi-R-matrix
Ž .resp. universal quasi-R-matrix and is invertible in A m A. In Theorem
Ž .2.11, we get a quasi-braided quantum quasi-double D H with the quasi-
R-matrix R. We cannot show whether this R is an R-matrix, i.e., in
general, as a solution of the QYBE, this R may not be invertible in
Ž . Ž .D H m D H . But in the special case of Theorem 2.12, we have the
following weaker result.
w x Ž .DEFINITION 2.13 5 . i Let A be an algebra and A be the subalge-a
bra of A for a g V. If V is a semilattice, A s Ý A , and A A :a g V a a b
A , then A is called the semilattice sum of A for a g V.ab a
Ž . Ž .ii If A is the semilattice sum of the subalgebra A a g V anda
 4A l Ý A s 0 for each a g V, then A is called the supplementarya b / a b
Ž .semilattice sum of the subalgebra A a g V .a
Ž .Obviously, if A is the supplementary semilattice sum of the subalgebra
Ž . Ž .A a g V and B is an algebra, then A m B is the supplementarya
Ž .semilattice sum of the subalgebra A m B a g V .a
w xIt is easy to prove that if S s Y; G , w is a Clifford semigroup, thena a , b
the semigroup algebra KS is a supplementary semilattice sum of the group
Ž . wŽ .o p x wŽ .o p xalgebras KG a g Y . Moreover, W s KS m KS * m KS m KS *a
is a supplementary semilattice sum of the subalgebras W s KS ma
wŽ .o p x wŽ .o p x Ž .KS * m KG m KS * a g Y .a
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w xLEMMA 2.14. Let S s Y; G , w be a finite Clifford monoid. Then fora a , b
wŽ .o p x Ž .e¤ery a g Y, KS *‘KG is a subalgebra of D S .a
wŽ .o p xProof. It is enough to prove that KS *‘KG is closed under thea
Ž . wŽ .o p xmultiplication of D S . In fact, for f , g g KS *, x, y g KG , by Lemmaa
Ž .Ž . Ž y1Ž . .2.10, f‘x g‘y s Ý fg T x- ?x9 ‘x0 y. Let x s Ý k a . Then a gŽ x . i i i i
Ž .G for all i and D x s Ý k a m a . Hence x0 y g KG .a i i i i a
w x  4PROPOSITION 2.15. Let S s Y; G , w s s , . . . , s be a finite Clif-a a , b 1 n
n Ž . Ž U . Ž .ford monoid. Then for the quasi-R-matrix R s Ý 1‘s m s ‘1 of D S ,is1 i i
Ž . Ž . < < Ž . <there exists R g D S m D S such that RR s RR s 1‘1 m 1‘1W W Waa a a
Ž .where 1 is the identity of the group G a g Y and 1‘1 m 1‘1 is thea a a
Žw .o p x . Ž . Ž . Ž .identity of the subalgebra KS *‘KG m D S of D S m D S .a
wŽ .o p x Ž .Proof. Obviously, 1‘1 m 1‘1 is the identity of KS *‘KG m D S .a a
Un y1Ž . ŽŽ . .Let R s Ý 1‘s m s ? T ‘1 where T : KS “ KS such that s “ sis1 i i
for every s g S. Consider every element j s b m u m c m ¤ g W . Thena
Ž .c s Ý k c g KG where c g G . D c s Ý k c m c .i i i a i a i i i i
n
U U² :RR , j s 1‘s s m s s ? T ‘1 , b m u m c m ¤Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý i j i j¦ ;
i , js1
n
U Us « b u s s s s ? T c ¤ 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý i j i j
i , js1
n
U Us « b ¤ 1 u s s ? T c s sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý ž /i j i j
i , js1
n
U Us « b ¤ 1 u s c9 s T c0 s sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý i j i jž /ž /
i , js1 Ž .c
s « b ¤ 1 u sU c9 s sU T c0 sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Ýi i j jž / ž /ž /
Ž . i jc
s « b ¤ 1 u c9T c0 s « b ¤ 1 k u c T cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý i i i
Ž . ic
s « b ¤ 1 k u c cy1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý i i i
i
Let 1 be the identity of G and cX the inverse of c in G . Thena a i i a
c cX s cX c s 1 « c cX c s c , cX c cX s cX « cX s cy1. So, c cy1 s 1 andi i i i a i i i i i i i i i i i i a
y1 ² : Ž . Ž . Ž .c c s 1 for every i. Hence RR, j s « b ¤ 1 Ý k u 1 si i a i i a
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . ² : < Ž« b ¤ 1 « c u 1 s 1‘1 m 1‘1, j . It follows that RR s 1‘1 mWa a aa
. <1‘1 ,Wa
t
U U² :RR , j s 1‘s s m s ? T s ‘1 , b m u m c m ¤Ž . .Ž .Ý i j i j¦ ;
i , js1
n
U Us « b ¤ 1 u s s s ? T s cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý i j i j
i , js1
n
U Us « b ¤ 1 u s ? T s c s sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ž .i j i j
i , js1
n
U Us « b ¤ 1 u s ? T c9 s c0 s sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý i j i jž /
i , js1 Ž .c
n n
U Us « b ¤ 1 u s T c9 s s c0 sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Ýi i j jž / ž /ž /Ž . is1 js1c
s « b ¤ 1 u T c9 c0 s « b ¤ 1 k u T c cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý i i i
Ž . ic
s « b ¤ 1 k u cy1c s « b ¤ 1 k u 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ýi i i i a
i i
² :s « b ¤ 1 « c u 1 s 1‘1 m 1‘1, j .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a a
< Ž . <Thus, RR s 1‘1 m 1‘1 .W Waa a
We say that in Proposition 2.15, R is partially in¤ertible and R is the
partial in¤erse of R.
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